Introduction

26
Glaciers in the Himalayas have been undergoing extensive and ongoing mass loss in recent decades, with the extent of this 27 loss exhibiting a high degree of spatial heterogeneity Bolch et al., 2012; Kääb et al., 2012;  28 Gardelle et al., 2013) . There has been a growing interest in studying these changing Himalayan glaciers, but notable spatial 
37
US spy satellite data (e.g., Corona KH-4 and Hexagon KH-9 stereo images) are now available, spanning the 1960s to mid-38 1980s timeframe for many glacierized areas of the globe, which can provide valuable information about remote regions.
39
Digital elevation models (DEMs) can thus be generated from these newly accessible data sources, allowing us to investigate 40 the multidecadal mass balance of glaciers (e.g., Pieczonka (Table 1) , were obtained from the Center for Earth Resources Observation and Science of the U.S.
63
Geological Survey, to create a DEM of Kanchenjunga Glacier and map its surface features. Three pairs of ALOS PRISM 64 images (2.5-m spatial resolution) and rational polynomial coefficient (RPC) data were also acquired from the Remote
65
Sensing Technology Center of Japan (Table 1) , with the 2010 images analyzed to generate a DEM of Kanchenjunga Glacier, 66 obtain surface ice-flow velocity measurements, and map its surface features.
3
Glacier delineation and hypsometry
68
The 1975 and 2010 glacier outlines were manually delineated from the orthorectified 3-D stereoviews, which were then used 69 to generate and edit the glacier DEMs. The identification and delineation of the glacier boundary were feasible where the 70 images were cloud-free and possessed minimal snow cover. However, areas with poor contrast, shade, and steep snow-71 covered slopes, which were generally associated with topographic features (i.e., slopes and contour lines) and geomorphic 72 features (i.e., surface roughness and crevasses), were carefully checked for proper glacier surface delineation based on our 
79
DEM generation from ALOS PRISM imagery
80
The ALOS PRISM images were processed with their RPC data, which contain information about the interior (e.g., focal 81 length and principle point of the camera/sensor) and exterior orientations (e.g., position and tilt of the camera/sensor) of the 82 acquired images. The joint use of stereo images and RPCs makes geometric modeling feasible, thus removing the need for 
134
Constraints on their spatial distribution and density are thus important in determining the role of these surface features in 135 modifying the glacier surface. We delineated supraglacial ponds along the glacier surface during the DEM creation process 136 Kanchenjunga Glacier possesses a positive elevation change (Fig 3a) . The mean of the four potential elevation changes 176 (Cases 1 and 2) and density (Scenarios 1 and 2) combinations is assumed to represent the most plausible geodetic mass 177 balance of the glacier . The geodetic mass balance of the entire glacier was estimated as follows: the 178 measured rate of elevation change at each 50-m elevation band was used for the lower ablation area (Fig. 3a) , 
183
The accuracy of the geodetic mass balance ( % ) is a function of the two data sets that shape our mass balance calculation and 184 their respective uncertainties, as follows: 
205
Considering the uncertainty in the area delineation (±0.5-1.5 km 2 ) and the 35-year measurement interval, our estimated 206 surface area loss of Kanchenjunga Glacier is negligible (2.3 ± 0.2%).
7
The spatial distribution of the elevation change derived from Hex-DEM and ALOS-DEM is shown in Fig.2a . DEMs are only 208 available for the lower 22.6 km 2 section (38% of the entire glacier); the debris-covered and debris-free areas are 15.0 km 2 and 209 7.6 km 2 in size, respectively. The most pronounced surface lowering was observed between 4700 and 5500 m a.s.l. (Fig. 3a) .
210
The Table 3 ). We tested the sensitivity of the geodetic mass balance based on our assumptions. The 229 density scenario does not significantly affect the resulting mass balance in both cases (<0.02 m w.e. a -1 , Table 3 ). The 230 assumption of the upper limit in Case 2 (0.3 m a -1 ) alters the mass balance only by 0.01 m w.e. a -1 , even if the upper limit is 231 changed by ±0.1 m a -1 (gray shading in Fig. 3a) . Although the mass balance estimates are largely influenced by the scenario 232 used (Cases 1 or 2), the difference in the final mass balance is only ~0.04 m w.e. a -1 (Table 3) 8
The boundary separating the debris-covered and debris-free areas is found at variable elevations among the tributaries,
244
suggesting that T1, upper T3, T5, and T6 largely possess debris-free surfaces, whereas T2 and T4 possess debris-covered 245
surfaces for approximately half of their respective measured sections (Fig. 5a) higher melt rates at lower elevations by increasing the emergence velocity (Fig. 5b) . 
308
Himalayan glaciers that employed similar data sets (e.g., declassified Corona or Hexagon images and recent satellite images).
309
Khumbu Glacier is the most intensively studied debris-covered glacier in the Himalayas, and is experiencing a greater degree 
332
We also compared the geodetic mass balances of debris-covered glaciers across the Himalayas (Fig. 8) 
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